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Nicollerat inducted to MHSBCA Hall of Fame
Robby Bertucci
Sports Editor
n his 31st year as head coach of the varsity baseball team at St. Louis U. High,
Steve Nicollerat has joined the esteemed
ranks of the 46 members of the Missouri
High School Baseball Coaches Association (MHSBCA) Hall of Fame. Nicollerat was inducted on Saturday with Mitch
Wood of Oran High School and Allen
Crawford of Cooter High School as the
2010 Hall of Fame class.
“He is not a Hall of Famer because
he teaches baseball,” said SLUH Athletic
Director Dick Wehner, who introduced
Nicollerat Saturday. “He is not a Hall of
Famer because he teaches life. He is a Hall
of Famer because he teaches baseball and
life within the framework of baseball.”
Nicollerat first heard from the MHS-
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BCA about his induction on Dec. 23. The tice organization, and why we coach,” said
induction ceremony took place Saturday Nicollerat.
“We had arin Jefferson City,
ranged that in Ocwhere Nicollerat
was welcomed into
tober and then they
the Hall of Fame
called in December
by coaches from
to let me know
around Missouri.
about the Hall of
Fame,” he said.
“It’s really an
	The SLUH basehonor. I appreciate
ball program has
the award coming
had great success
from my peers who
since Nicollerat’s
vote on that. I am
arrival in 1979. Alvery honored and
though Nicollerat
I am humbled,”
has never won a
said Nicollerat. “I
State Championwas going up there
ship in his 30 seaanyways this year
Nicollerat accepting his plaque from Dave Scheer at Saturfor the first year
sons, he has led
day’s Hall of Fame ceremony.
ever because I was going to present prac- SLUH to 22 District titles, 13 Sectional titles,
Photo by Rico Bertucci

see NICOLLERAT, 7

Nanjing students spend semester at SLUH
Eric Mueth, Nick Williams
Language School in China. After taking
Staff, Reporter
their entrance exam into senior high —tenth
s the second semester began, St. Louis grade—in July, each found out in NovemU. High welcomed four new visitors ber that they were a top-four scorer out of
almost 600
from
Nanjing,
students who
China: Georgiana
had taken the
Jin,
Hurricane
exam.
Wei, David Yao
	T h e
and Victoria Zuo.
Nanjing
The four Chinese
school teachforeign exchange
es four main
students arrived
languages:
Jan. 17 and will
English,
spend a semester
French, Japat SLUH.
anese and
	The students
German,
spent the first sewith each
mester of their
school year at the Chinese exchange students (from left to right) Georgiana Jin, Victo- offering an
exchange
Nanjing Foreign
ria Zuo, Ching-Ling Tai, Hurricane Wei, and David Yao.
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program. With their scores, the four students
qualified for the foreign exchange program
that would allow them to study in America
for a semester at SLUH. Their American
exchange program is the only one available
for tenth graders, but there is also an eleventh
grade program that allows students to study
in America for an entire year.
After they finished their first semester,
the students flew to St. Louis, meeting
SLUH Chinese teacher Ching-ling Tai at the
airport.
“I had never met any of them before,
but I trust the school to send only the best
students,” Tai said.
	Aside from schoolwork, the Chinese
students have found time to explore the St.
Louis area. They have already visited a local
shopping mall, and the girls plan to visit Cor

see CHINA, 11
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Winter Sisyphus debuts

Kevin Kimes
impressed with the variety of the authors and
Reporter
the different types of content they explored.
The pieces
he Winter 2010 Sisyphus will
were more
be released Tuesday, and the
about eliciteditorial staff will be roaming the
ing emotion
halls during activity period and
than creating
lunch bearing copies of the 60-page
a clear-cut
publication, each of which costs a
image.”
quarter.
	O n e
Sisyphus is St. Louis U. High’s
promising
semiannual art and literary magazine,
work, writcontaining literature, poetry, art, and
ten by senior
photography created and submitted
Griffin Lowby the student body. This year the
ry, is called
cover art will feature a colorful 2-D
“Offsides,”
design piece created by sophomore
a dramatic
Greg Fister, one of the art editors for
story about
the magazine.
a boy trying
	Thought-provoking and beautiSophomore Mike McLaughlin’s drawing in
to cope with
the winter edition of Sisyphus.
ful literature abounds in this semeshis father’s alter’s Sisyphus, so much so that junior
see SISYPREVIEW, 8
literary editor Conor Fellin was “particularly
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Drawing by Mike McLaughlin

Dustman ‘10 wins National
Art Competition

Patrick O’Leary
project for his Advanced 2D design class.
Core Staff
	The requirements stated on the host’s
arketing Executive Kim Tidwell of website (http://www.bridgemanArt.com/ENthe Bridgeman Art Library told se- US/news-and-features/competitions/2009/
nior Patrick Dustmann that he had won the Oct/GDUSA.aspx) asked contestants to crecompany’s Blank Canvas competition, to ate a design that was inspired by one of the
provided “ten
his great exciteiconic paintings”
ment and surand incorporated
prise.
at least three
“I was surBridgeman imprised,” said
ages. Dustmann
Dustmann, “(Art
said Bridgeteacher John)
man’s primary
Mueller was
goal seemed to
always—well I
be the sale of
don’t know if
their reproduche was joking or
tions of famous
not—he always
art pieces, of
was saying that
which they had
I’d win, but I re“Disturbing the Tranquility of the Garden,” (after,
“The Great Wave Kanagawa”).
over 100,000 in their
ally didn’t think I would.”
online database.
	Mueller, who found
out about the contest through an e-mail 	Of the ten “iconic paintings,” Dustmann
newsletter, recommended that Dustmann chose The Great Wave of Kanagawa by
enter the contest. When Mueller received Katsushika Hokusai as his inspiration.
the newsletter, Dustmann was looking for a
see DUSTMANN, 9
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ARTWORK BY PATRICK DUSTMANN via Bridgeman art library

Patrick O’Leary
Core Staff
t. Louis U. High recently posted an
open position for the Director of Admissions position on its web site. Current
Director of Admissions Craig Hannick is
not leaving but has decided to teach more
and give up being the visible admissions
team member.
	The admissions department will transition to becoming a more balanced team.
Principal John Moran and Hannick have
been working closely to develop a plan for
the future of the admissions department that
keeps in line with its goal: to manage all
contact with prospective students from the
time of their first interest to their first few
days in class.
	According to Hannick, he will move
from being the public face of the admissions department to working more behind
the scenes with data. While Hannick is still
going to be a vital part of the team, he wants
to return to the classroom because he loves
the great intellectual stimulation that he gets
from teaching.
	According to Moran, when he arrived
at SLUH, he was expecting to see a team of
people working in admissions, but instead
he found one person doing a three-person
job. As Director of Admissions, Hannick is
in charge of financial aid, managing systems
for huge amounts of data and keeping track
of grades, test scores, and other applicant
information.
	Moran said that this step is a step towards
a larger team, in the hope that with more
representation in that department, every applicant and interested student will eventually
be able to get the kind of personal attention
that some applicants currently receive on a
tour with Hannick. Moran said that he hopes
to find someone who can market the school
well and in new and exciting ways.
	There is not currently a specific
plan for the responsibilities of the new
team member, though the person will
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Journals respond to Gearin commentary
From the SLUH Progressive

From the SLUH Review

To the Editors:
We, the editors of the SLUH Progressive, would like to respond
to Conor Gearin’s commentary in last week’s Prep News on the
relationship between the SLUH Progressive and the SLUH Review.
As Mr. Gearin says, the SLUH Review was founded first, with an
agenda to “honestly pursue a Truth grounded in Faith and values,”
and it encouraged people with “intelligent opinions of (their)
own” to write to them, implicitly including those of all political
backgrounds. We at the Progressive applauded this entrepreneurial
spirit, and, indeed, several of our editors, before the founding of
the Progressive, wrote letters to or inquired about writing for the
Review. However, as evidenced by the makeup of the editorial staff
of three well recognized conservatives with no progressive or even
moderate voices, the commitment of the Review to bipartisan dialogue
was doubtful from the beginning. This is not to cast aspersions on
the motivations or methods of the editors of the Review—they had
opinions to express, and they created a forum to express them, which
is laudable. But with an editorial staff skewed so far to one end of
the political spectrum, any pretense that the Review was designed
to be politically balanced is ultimately false.
	The reason SLUH Progressive was founded was not, as Mr.
Gearin claims with such certainty, because “the liberal clique wanted
to distance themselves from the conservative clique,” but because
there was no organized voice for the progressive opinions that abound
within the student body. The Progressive has a completely different
mission than the Review—we chose to be an issue-based journal
that addressed relevant, real world events instead of the homiletic
topics that the Review devotes its time to, such as whether television
is better than the Internet, whether Jesus supports taxes, or whether
the Latin Mass truly is the best Mass. We fill a role that the Review
was never designed to fill.
	Mr. Gearin maintains that the reason the Progressive has not
published any pieces in direct response to issues raised in the Review
is that “the Progressive thinks accepting the other journal as valid
would cheapen their image,” an idea that Mr. Gearin says he got
after talking to the Progressive editors (we recall no such conversation). This sentiment is patently untrue. The Progressive has avoided
placing itself in direct opposition to the Review because we felt it
would create an aura of petty hostility, which Mr. Gearin seems to
think there is already too much of, and spawn accusations that result
from content of a personal nature, such as that of “slander,” which
has somehow already been leveled at us. However, in the future,
we may attempt to address concerns raised by the Review in order
to foster healthy intellectual discourse.
It is true that both the Progressive and the Review appeal to
specific audiences within the student body. However, to say that

To the Editors:
In light of Conor Gearin’s opinion piece in last week’s Prep
News, the editors of the SLUH Review would like to respond to clear
up misconceptions that might be drawn from his commentary.
	The SLUH Review was founded, as Mr. Gearin has stated, to
“honestly pursue a Truth grounded in Faith and values.” We have
always been wholeheartedly dedicated to our mission of intellectual
diversity, which is why we at the SLUH Review went out to seek
“liberal” opinions at the beginning of the school year to create our
journal as a field for, as it says in our mission statement, “intelligent,
thoughtful, and well-researched (articles).” Mr. Gearin’s article stated
that “after speaking with the editors … the Review will only consider
the liberal point of view if the liberals come to (us) first.” With all
due respect to Mr. Gearin, we remember no such conversation.
Furthermore, though we will respectfully withhold individual
names, we specifically approached one of the SLUH Progressive’s
current editors and one of their current writers to write for us and
come to our meetings before the SLUH Progressive even existed.
The aforementioned writer did accept our invitation to the meeting,
which we greatly appreciate, and he was treated with the utmost
respect and seemed to enjoy himself. Unfortunately, this meeting
never blossomed into a written piece for the SLUH Review. The
aforementioned editor never came to the meeting or wrote for our
journal.
	Although we respect Mr. Gearin’s allegation “the editors (of
the SLUH Review did) not (seek) out liberal voices energetically
enough” as being based upon his rational perception, the facts remain
that we the editors sought “liberal voices” with equal, if not more
enthusiasm, than those from any other perspective. Specific invitations to write or recruitments of any kind are rarely performed. We
at the SLUH Review still greatly appreciate the “liberal” opinion,
and we continue to encourage submissions of all kinds. We cannot
affirm with more resolve Mr. Gearin’s belief that “intelligent, public
debate is invaluable.”
The SLUH Review, as Mr. Gearin has stated, “seeks to inform.”
However, as outlined in our mission statement, the digestion of
information takes precedence over the distribution of information.
From the beginning, we intended to develop and publish relevant and
academic opinions on primarily civil and religious topics, through
the encouragement of respectful dialogue among all of SLUH. We
have been rigorously seeking out opinions from both sides of the
political spectrum, but also both sides of every spectrum—economic,
religious, social, and philosophical, that can accomplish this paramount goal.
	Mr. Gearin also stated that “we would like to bring Truth.”
This again is unequivocally true, but the SLUH Review has never

see PROGRESSIVE, 8

see REVIEW, 8
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Jesuit volunteer helps out in pastoral office
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Drew Dziedzic
Reporter
s students roam through St. Louis U.
High’s hallways this semester, many
have noticed a new face, pastoral assistant
Austin Emerson.
	Emerson grew up in
Fort Myers, Fla. and attended Spring Hill College
in Mobile, Ala., a Jesuit
college. Emerson came
to SLUH through his involvement with the Jesuit
Volunteer Corps, whose
Emerson
mission, according to their
website, jesuitvolunteers.org, is to serve the
poor directly, to work for structural change in
the United States, and to accompany people
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in developing countries.
“I got into this organization because I
went to a Jesuit college and really like the
Jesuit philosophy,” said Emerson. “And I
really wanted to give back.”
	Emerson has been in St. Louis since
August, but before joining SLUH, he helped
the homeless population of East St. Louis.
“It’s working with a very different
population,” said Emerson, comparing his
experiences with the homeless and SLUH.
“The biggest difference is going from (the)
hopeless to the hopeful. At SLUH, there is
so much hope that everyone has here. The
future is very open, and you guys know that
you can do so much, while (my job with the
previous) population I was working with was
just trying to give them hope.”

But Emerson, who studied philosophy
and theology in college, feels quite comfortable at SLUH. He also has become very involved and valuable in his short time here.
“He’s already visited a number of senior
project sites, helped get some pictures, helped
do some evaluations of the sites,” said CSP
organizer Nick Ehlman, who shares an office
with Emerson. “I know in the future he is
going to be helping (CSP organizer Simonie)
Bieber and (me) with the CSP Retreat coming
up. And I know from what (retreat organizer
Brian) Gilmore, (retreat organizer John Lan)
Tran, and (retreat organizer Carl) Heumann
have said that he is going to be helping out
with freshman retreat and Kairos. His hand
has been doing a lot of work in different

see EMERSON, 10

Mock Trial closes
case, wins court

Speech dazzles at
St. Dominic

T

T

Matt Cooley
Reporter
he St. Louis U. High Mock Trial Club won over the judges
Tuesday night in the first round of its season.
	The varsity team, which represented the defense, took all three
judges’ ballots from plaintiff Marquette. The JV team won two
out of three ballots in their performance as plaintiffs against the
Washington defense. Two of the ballots represent scores earned by
individuals, and the third is based on the presiding judge’s opinion
of the team’s overall argument.
“It was a close victory,” said varsity junior Connor Fellin.
“There were few remarkable moments, but few slip-ups.”
	Senior Luke Chellis’s cross-examination of a Marquette witness,
which earned a perfect score, marked a high point of the varsity
performance. Fellin said, “He got the witness under control early,
and then there was admission after admission until (the witness)
lost all credibility.”
Fellin said his job as a witness went “according to plan. I engaged the jury as I intended to.”
	Sophomore Joe Esswein, though slightly intimidated by the
competition at first, was also satisfied with his performance as a
witness.
Juniors Logan Hayward and Sam Harris and sophomore Eddie
Rolwes rounded out SLUH’s varsity team.
	SLUH’s JV team also performed well, though none of its
members had any experience in the Mock Trial courtroom.
“Most of us were pretty well prepared, but there were some
rough patches,” said sophomore Kevin Cahill.
“I think both teams performed smoothly,” said head coach

see JUSTICE, 10

Ryan Dowd and Nate Heagney
Reporters
he SLUH speech team battled other area schools at St. Dominic’s High School in St. Charles for speech team supremacy
this past Sunday. After a narrow, one-point win over rival Cor
Jesu in the first meet of the year, the Jr. Bills extended their season lead to 19 points with a convincing victory in which every
member placed in his respective room.
	The SLUH team, whose members wear personalized sweaters,
walked into the meet feeling confident. “We have our team sweatshirts and we intimidated everyone. They got quiet and just stared
at us,” said sophomore William Edwards. “That was fun.”
	A meet consists of two rounds of speeches in eight categories:
Oratory, Extemporaneous, Storytelling, Radio, Prose, Poetry, Humorous/Serious Interpretation, and Duet Acting.
	At the meet, students were split up into different rooms where
they performed their speeches for a judge. Students accumulated
points by placing first, second, or third, with first garnering the most
points.
	The SLUH team showed its advanced skill for rhetoric as they
piled up points all over. Every member of the team finished in the
top seven in his category, and with the current standings, every
SLUH member will advance to the final.
“It was definitely one of our best meets so far,” said sophomore
Phil Yoffie.
Edwards won first place in Poetry category with a score of
24 in the first round followed by a perfect 25 in his second performance.
	Edwards currently sits at the top of the poetry standings,

see SPRECKEN, 10
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Make it seven: basketball falls to CBC
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Nate Heagney
Staff
he SLUH basketball team
continued its misery in
conference play with a hardfought loss at Metro Catholic
Conference (MCC) rival CBC
but rebounded with a win over
St. Mary’s.
	The Jr. Bills knew they had a
tough task ahead of them against
the host Cadets, who came into
the game with an undefeated
MCC record and with wins in six
of their last seven games. To make
matters worse, SLUH had already
lost to CBC 53-46 at the Danis Field
House earlier this year.

But the Jr. Bills did not come
out intimidated, and they quickly
jumped out to a 7-0 lead, continuing their trend of hot starts
to games. Junior Mo Oginni had
the unenviable task of guarding
6’10” center and Northeastern
signee Ryan Pierson, who had
taken control against the Jr. Bills
in the first matchup between the
two teams, but Oginni was able
to use his length and athleticism
to make things difficult down
low for the CBC pivot man.
However, when Oginni got
into early foul trouble, it forced
the Jr. Bills to go to their bench.
Pierson, smelling fresh blood,

PHOTO BY TED WIGHT
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Senior guard Mike
Mayberger goes up hard
for two points in last Friday’s loss against CBC.

5

pleaded for the ball in the paint where he
set up shop and went to work, scoring easily
against the much skinnier SLUH frontline.
Behind the play of Pierson and the hot
shooting of senior sniper Cory McArthy, the
Cadets were able to push their lead to eight
midway through the second quarter. But the
gutsy Jr. Bills, led by senior captain Tim
Cooney, fought back and closed the deficit
to four at the half.
	SLUH repeatedly cut the CBC lead to
two or three points, but whenever they did,
it seemed CBC made a key play, such as an
emphatic dunk by junior Darion Rackley,
to maintain their advantage. Several costly
SLUH turnovers also halted scoring runs by
the CoachCarterbills.

see BASKET, 10

Hockey topped by Spartans in Jesuit Cup

Sam Bufe
Reporter
he Jr. Bills hockey team lost to DeSmet and defeated Webster Groves this
week, making their record 14-5-2.
	SLUH faced off with DeSmet Friday
night in Queeny Park for the Jesuit Cup.
After a scoreless first period, the Spartans
struck first with a goal early in the second.
	As more pressure mounted during a
DeSmet power play, the sophomore sensation
Dan Warnecke scored off of a pass from fellow sophomore forward Trent Lulow halfway
through the second period to tie the game.
However, about two minutes after SLUH
tied the game, a Spartan forward beat junior
goalie Justin Ragland, giving DeSmet a 2-1
lead going into the third period.
Throughout the first half of the third
period, the Jr. Bills valiantly struggled for
a tie. But with about five minutes left in
the game, DeSmet scored a demoralizing
short-handed goal, making the score 3-1. A
mere two minutes later, DeSmet added an-
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other against a shell-shocked
SLUH defense, giving the
Spartans an insurmountable
lead with just three minutes
left in regulation.
	Though defensemen
junior Pat Judge scored on
a shot from the point with a
few seconds left, SLUH fell
4-2.
Junior goalie Justin Ragland makes a split-leg save in last Friday’s
	The Jr. Bills left Queeny
loss to DeSmet.
Park discontented with the fact that
going into the third.
they lost the Jesuit Cup to SLUH West.
In the third period, the Jr. Bills’ offense
But the U. High got an opportunity to get played as well as or better than they have ever
back to winning Tuesday night in beautiful played this season. SLUH put nine quality
Webster Groves, and that is exactly what shots on goal, four of which were goals.
SLUH did. After a scoreless first period, Lulow, junior Jackson Hoffmann, Judge and
SLUH came up fighting in the second. The Eversgerd all scored.
U. High put five shots on goal before senior
Place stopped all 19 shots that he faced
Greg Place scored on an assist from senior and earned himself his second shutout in
Brandon Eversgerd.
his hometown, Webster Groves. After the
	Sophomore goalie Thomas Place game, Place said that he felt like he “got more
stopped all six shots that came his way in confident as the game went on,” thanks in
the second period, securing SLUH’s 1-0 lead
see MR. FREEZE, 10

JV Sports Updates

JV Wrestling
Last meet: Win vs. DeSmet
Key wrestler: Sophomore Matt Hruz, win
at DeSmet
Next meet: MCC Tournament 1/30

JV Hockey
Record: 11-2
Last game: 4-1 win vs. Chaminade
Key player: Junior defenseman Clayton
Petras
Next game: at CBC 1/31

B Basketball
Record: 15-2
Last game: Win vs. St. Mary’s
Key player: Freshman Zach Greiner
Next game: at Jefferson City 1/29
-Compiled by Mike Lumetta, Zach Everson,
and Nate Heagney
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Mike Lumetta
Core Staff
he St. Louis U. High wrestling team
wrapped up its Metro Catholic Conference (MCC) season with a split of duals against Chaminade and DeSmet. In
between, the KrakenBeingUnleashedbills
assembled one of their season’s better
tournament performances at the Eric Lewis Invitational at MICDS.
Last Thursday on Senior Night against
Chaminade, SLUH honored its five senior
wrestlers—Andrew Danter, David Lopez,
Peter Everson, Joel Geders, and Alex
Myers—as well as senior manager George
Staley.
In the most intense match of the night,
with SLUH up 30-11, Danter, wrestling down
at 135 pounds, scored on a standup to begin
the second period. In the third, he barely
rode out his opponent as the Chaminade
wrestler hit a Granby roll with 10 seconds

T

in the third, but he slipped to a single and
did not relinquish it.
	Sophomore Will Whitney (140), junior
Espen Conley (145), Lopez (152), and Everson (171) all notched victories to secure the
50-14 win for the Giantslayerbills.
Friday night in the first round at MICDS,
all the Funkbills advanced to the quarterfinals
on byes or wins except sophomore Nick
Danter (125), who faced Whitfield’s standout
freshman Chris Wilkes.
However, only Conley, Everson, and
Geders survived the quarterfinals in the
championship bracket. Andrew Danter, back
at 140, suffered a particularly difficult loss
to Mexico’s Sinjon Adams, who shut down
Danter’s normally potent offense and turned
him on a key arm-chop tilt to win 9-0.
	The Friday night session capped off with
second wrestlebacks. Nick Danter, Whitney,
Andrew Danter, and Lopez won with ease.
However, junior Brian Gass (215) and Myers

(285) dropped to the out bracket and finished
ninth and tenth.
	The third round started poorly with
losses by Nick Danter and Whitney, who fell
into the seventh-place matches. However,
Andrew Danter and Lopez topped Chaminade opponents to advance.
The GoCrazybills captured all three finals berths in the semifinals. Conley majored
his Ladue opponent 18-6, Everson pinned
Ladue wrestler Miguel Romero, and Geders
defeated McCluer North’s Lamar Woods
11-3.
	Nick Danter and Whitney both captured
seventh place, Danter winning on a doubleovertime reversal.
For the second time in three days,
Andrew Danter wrestled a controlled 1-0
match won by a standup, this time against
Dick Ross of Westminster.
In the Jr. Bills’ other wrestleback

see COUP DE GRACE, 12

Racquetball trounces Parkway Central
Brendan Giljum
Reporter
he U. High racquetball team entered
its game last Thursday with little hesitation against a sub-par opponent in Parkway Central. The Jr. Bills wiped the floor
with their opponents in their last meeting
and looked to do the same this time even
though they were missing their No. 2 seed
Brendan Giljum to the Pro-Life March.
	The outcome was no different this time
except for the one forfeit win as SLUH
trounced the Colts 6-1.
First up for the Heythisiseasy!bills was
the doubles team of junior Nick Schmidt and

T

senior Michael Meyer. Team Schmeyer took
care of things early and never looked back
winning 15-3, 15-4.
	Senior Pete Harris found the same ease
at his No. 6 seed, winning in speedy fashion
15-2, 15-3.
Junior No. 5 seed Joe Murray started off
slow taking game one by a score of 15-12
but pulled it together and won the second
game 15-3.
	No. 4 seed senior Joe Ebel showed
hardly any flaws as he kept the SLUH hot
streak alive and won by a large margin of
15-2, 15-4.
	Senior Matt Hencken dominated the No.

3 seed with a tie for lowest points allowed
in a match and won 15-3, 15-2.
Last up was senior captain Mark Kissel,
who came out of the gates slowly but got
everything together to win soundly 15-5,
15-1.
“The match was nice because it was an
easy win and helped increase everyone’s
stats as we prepare for state,” said Kissel.
	This game was a huge record booster
and great success as the Splatasticbills got
to practice their shots in a game setting in
preparation for state and won even without
two-seed Giljum.

C Sports Updates
C Wrestling
Last meet: Win vs. DeSmet
Key wrestler: Alex Tackes
Next meet: MCC Tournament 1/30
C Hockey
Record: 4-3-6
Last game: 2-0 loss vs. Pattonville

Key player: Defenseman Phil Bundren
Next game: vs. Marquette 1/31
C (Blue) Basketball
Record: 12-4
Last game: 50-40 win vs. Lindbergh
Key player: Forward Matt Hinkenbein
Next game: at Gibault JV 2/2

C (White) Basketball
Record: 13-0
Last game: 55-46 win vs. Lafayette
Key player: Michael Simon, 21 points
Next game: vs. Gibault 2/1
-Compiled by Joe Walsh, Sam Morris, Jack
Walsh, Brendan Bement
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Nicollerat Inducted into Hall of Fame
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and three Final Four appearances. Under Nicollerat, the Jr. Bills ers. Nicollerat focused part of his speech at the Hall of Fame on
have won 5 MCC Championships and have a record of 459-209.
how coaches handle their cuts every year, asking that they turn the
Looking back over his coaching career, Nicollerat recalled sev- disappointing situation into an opportunity for growth.
eral games that stood out, including a quarterfinal loss to DeSmet in
Perhaps one of the most interesting parts of coaching for Nicol2000. SLUH had beaten
lerat has been his continuing
a Spartan team with three
baseball education. Nicolledrafted players twice
rat has always been a student
already that season, but
of the game, willing to talk
fell 6-3 to the Spartans in
baseball at any time whether
the playoffs. “It was neat,
it is about a play from the last
not because we got beat,
SLUH game or the previous
but because there were
night’s Cardinal game.
1,500 people at Heine
“As a student of a
Meine and everybody
game, being able to study
was into every pitch. It
and break down the hitting
was a great game,” he
has been really a lot of fun
said. “But I don’t know if
for me, more so than I would
there is really one game.
have dreamed,” Nicollerat
They have all been fun.
said about his recent interThere have been some
est in rotational hitting. “I
heartbreakers and some
never get tired of watching
Nicollerat with SLUH supporters at Saturday’s banquet. From left: Dan James, Jim Manning, Jeff
wonderful wins.”
that stuff.”
Brand, Ricky Hudson, Rico Bertucci, Scott Gilbert, Dick Wehner, Steve Missey, Ray Bulte.
But Nicollerat does not
“He constantly exdefine his success by his record or championships. In fact, nowhere plores ways to make himself a better baseball coach,” said Wehner.
in the induction ceremony’s program is there any mention of his “He continues to push the envelope to make himself a better coach
459 wins, which is fourth most among coaches in the Hall of Fame. by exploring different educational opportunities and talking to other
On his own page in the booklet, the information that he submitted great coaches.”
was not a list of his coaching statistics and achievements. Rather it
It is this unending drive to learn more about the game of
highlighted his life as a teacher and as a husband and father.
baseball that has helped Nicollerat become such a great teacher of
“I think we have been a really consistent program for a long the game. Because of this passion, the SLUH baseball program is
time,” said Nicollerat. “And consistency is not only in what level always evolving, whether it is the change from swinging down on
you play at, but also how our kids go about it. That has been very the ball to planing the pitch or the institution of a different cut and
rewarding for me. When people think of St. Louis U. High baseball, relay defense.
they think of good baseball and good kids. And that’s all a coach
“I never thought when I was 30 that I would be here this long,
can ask for.”
but the baseball program started to find success in my fifth or sixth
	Nicollerat saw the success in his career in his relationships with year, and the computer program started to pick up. The ‘80s were
his players. “The best part is watching the kids grow up and make a great decade, and then the ‘90s rolled along and they were even
choices and grow up and decide to make better choices,” he said. better. And then the 2000s came around. I still feel like I am in my
“Sometimes it’s baseball—finding the better way to handle a play— seventh year doing this,” said Nicollerat. “I am very fortunate that
and sometimes it’s other stuff more important than baseball.”
in all my years here at SLUH that I have never felt the pressure to
	This relationship has always been of great value to Nicollerat. win has overshadowed my role in helping the kids.”
As a coach, he uses baseball as a vehicle to talk to his players about
important decisions in their lives. “I have the chance every spring to
talk about things that are important for these kids. What happens if
they don’t meet their expectations and they get cut?” said Nicollerat.
“What happens if they make the error that costs them the game?
Brenden Graczak (Sr.)
Lan Sansone (Jr.)
What happens if they find success? How do they handle themselves?
What about drinking and driving on senior Prom night? … That’s
Doug Guilfoy (Sr.)
Mitch Klug (Soph.)
really probably the most important thing in the program—trying to
Andrew Mackin (Sr.)
Sam Knesel (Soph.)
be with the kids when they are going through those tough times.”
Pat Williams (Sr.)
Trevor McDonagh (Soph.)
	Some of those tough times result from Nicollerat himself havJohn Brusati (Jr.)
Andrew Pitts (Soph.)
ing to make tough decisions during cuts, and he has always been
Elliott Fish (Jr.)
Paul Simon (Soph.)
especially sensitive to the enormous weight that cuts have on playPhoto by Rico Bertucci

All-State Academic
Football
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Sisypreview

(from 2)
coholism. Another work titled “The Fallen
Pledge,” written by senior Adam Cruz, deals
with a fraternity president’s struggle in dealing with a homosexual pledge.
	The magazine will also feature a piece
written by Campus Ministry Director Brian
Gilmore. It is a moving piece describing a
bedtime exchange between a daughter and
a mom titled “To an Unknown Sibling.”
Junior Michael Blair, a literary editor
and contributor, added a comment about the
story “Maggie,” written by senior Michael
Tynan. He said, “The story is a wonderfully
crafted mosaic of high school relationships.
Everything is realistic and direct, and it features a great use of dialogue. It’s thoughtful
without becoming too heavy-handed.”
Poetry and art can be found in Sisyphus
as well, and there is certainly no lack of it.
Blair’s work of poetry, titled “Hullabaloo,”

Progressive
(from 3)

we are “ignoring such students just because
they have not been interested in politics in
the past” is unfair; it would be more accurate
to say that these students are ignoring us. We
send our publication to all students enrolled
at SLUH, not just those in our “clique,” and
we encourage everyone to open our e-mail
and read the publication. We cannot force
them to do so, however, and short of stealing
paper from the school supply room, furtively
printing our magazine at the dead of night

NEWS
is a standout. The poem centers around
the theme of portraying the imperfect, human side of an over-worked, perfectionist
mother.
	Sophomore Michael McLaughlin
contributed several pieces, mainly still-life
pictures drawn with charcoal, featuring items
such as a sculpture of a woman’s head and
a seashell.
Fister said, “Mike McLaughlin has a
lot of great pieces of art in this edition of
Sisyphus. My favorite of his is a portrait of
magnolia leaves done with charcoal. Also,
(junior) Sonny Hager and (senior) Kevin
Kickham have some cool pieces you should
look for.”
Junior Clayton Petras also created a
standout watercolor painting of an electric
guitar, and sophomore Jack Mimlitz submitteda a still-life picture of Crocs.
“Sisyphus is an independent writers’ and

artists’ magazine,” said Fellin. “There is no
central theme, and this allows us to draw from
a larger collection of art and literature.”
	After pieces of writing and art are
submitted, they are examined and reviewed
anonymously by the team of editors, moderated by English teachers Frank Kovarik and
Richard Moran. The pieces are scored by
the team and then further examined by the
moderators. Finally, the whole staff comes
together in a few long sessions to determine
layout, order, and how many pieces can be
incorporated into the publication.
“I think this may be, overall, the best
issue of Sisyphus that we’ve ever published,”
said Moran. “The design of the magazine,
the artwork, the poetry, and the fiction are
all really interesting and beautiful.”
	The spring edition will be released later
in the year.

in some unused office, then running around
with purple hats and boomboxes, forcing our
literature into the hands of the unsuspecting
student body like a bunch of escaped Gadfly
editors, we see no way to increase our readership.
	Mr. Gearin suggests that to have any
sort of widespread legitimacy and respect,
a magazine must engage all viewpoints.
While there is some merit to this notion,
there is also merit in a magazine that exists
to energize and inform a particular political

base and compile viewpoints and opinions
from that base, as both the Review and the
Progressive do. We suggest that if Mr. Gearin
truly “cannot accept this situation,” he take
the initiative to start a balanced, bipartisan
magazine. We would be willing to write
for it, and we are sure that our peers at the
Review would be as well.

that the centrist or moderate view in any
given circumstance is somehow necessarily
more valid or more “fairly free of bias” than
the more radical perspective. We the editors
adhere to a stringent editorial policy that
embraces all perspectives, no matter what
the beliefs of individual editors or writers
may be.
Finally, the SLUH Review would like to
thank the Prep News and Mr. Conor Gearin
for publishing this article and all other articles
in their wonderful publication pertaining to
the SLUH Review and the SLUH Progressive. We greatly appreciate all opinions

being voiced and even look forward to the
possibility of a merger of the SLUH Review
and SLUH Progressive into one full collage
of student perspective for the caring SLUH
student.

Review
(from 3)

and will never operate as an “exclusive,
cult-like organization,” as Mr. Gearin put it.
From the beginning, we have met weekly in
a classroom during activity period with an
open invitation to all students and faculty,
seeking out both and equal opinions to paint
a complete picture for the valued SLUH
reader.
We feel it very important to emphasize
that the SLUH Review should in no way be
construed to be a “conservative” publication,
if that label has any meaning at all. We are
not, as Mr. Gearin claims, a “conservative
clique.” The SLUH Review rejects the idea

January 29, 2010

Ben Minden-Birkenmaier ‘10
Jack Newsham ‘10
Joe Klein ‘12
Editors of the SLUH Progressive

Sincerely,
Luke Chellis ‘10
Logan Hayward ‘11
Joe Esswein ‘12
The Editors of the SLUH Review
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Dustmann
(from 2)
“Since (the wave) was so major I decided
to swap it with pictures of flowers and leaves,”
said Dustmann. He named it “Disturbing the
Tranquility of the Garden.”
He spent several weeks working on it
in Adobe Photoshop.
“It was a challenge because I wasn’t
exactly sure how to go about doing it in
Photoshop,” said Dustmann. “It was really
the largest scale Photoshop project that I
have ever done. At the end, I had like 350
layers or something.”
	Mueller said that Dustmann “pushed
Photoshop and what it was able to do.”
	Dustmann’s piece will be featured in the
January/February issue of Graphic Design
USA magazine and on Bridgeman’s website,

Admissions
(from 2)

most likely be organizing High School
Nights, Open House, and advertising.
Hannick said the change is a “nice step
towards where admissions will be in the
future.”
	Moran and Hannick are looking for
someone who has a background in marketing because he or she will be advertising
the school. Additionally, applicants should
understand the history and mission of the
school.
Hannick cited switchboard operator Kim
Gohl as a vital part of the admissions team
as well because she does so much to help
out, especially with clerical work, between
November and February.
	According to Moran, Hannick and the
hiree will be doing all the same things that
Hannick does now, just more of them. Hannick said he will not be doing any less in
the Admissions department; he may just be
doing different things.
Hannick will continue to strive for technological advancement such as integration
of admissions with PowerSchool and the
software used by the business office. He
cited the online application as an example
of progress in this field.
“Over the eight years of being Director
of Admissions, I made the job bigger and
bigger and bigger to the point where we need
a team now,” said Hannick.

bridgemanart.com. Bridgeman will be announcing Dustmann’s accomplishment in
early February.
Dustmann enjoyed seeing his finished
piece.
“Since I had been editing layers separately, I hadn’t really seen how it was going to
turn out until the very end,” said Dustmann.
“On the last day, it all came together. It wasn’t
exactly what I’d thought it would be, but it
turned out a lot better than what I thought it
could be.”
“I don’t think they realize I’m a high
school student yet,” continued Dustmann. “I
guess they are doing a press release and one
of the questions they asked me was ‘How
long have (you) been working in the graphic
design industry?’ and then ‘“How did (you)
get interested in having this profession?’”

said Dustmann.
	Dustmann noted that the project helped
him appreciate the importance of graphic
design: “I want to go to college for computer
science and to get in that field, and I kind of
started to realize that graphic design is a big
part of computer science because if you’re
programming something or designing a
website, you can have all the features work,
but no one’s going to care if they don’t know
how to get around it, or if it doesn’t catch
their attention,” he said.
“Just that they even considered my
artwork is hard to believe,” reflected Dustmann.
“He did a beautiful job with it,” said
Mueller. “Maybe this will convince him to be
a graphic designer instead of an engineer.”

Corrections and Amplifications
-STUCO’s fundraiser for Haiti continued
throughout the week. The drive raised
over $8,000.
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SPRECKEN

(from 4)
sophomores Tom Blood and Jean-Paul Angieri hold a slim advantage over teammates
and senior co-captains Andrew Kresyman
and Kevin Kickham in the Duet Acting
category. Sophomore Adam Hunn is tied
for first place in the Humorous/Serious
Interpretation category.
	The team might be all business in front
of the judges, but in their spare time the Jr.
Bills manage to have a good time. They
decorate their lunch table with a clever
theme each meet. “We are the only school
that has a theme. This past meet it was tacky,
cheap wedding. We had a white table cloth
that wasn’t long enough, rose petals, really
cheap sparkling grape juice. It was a really
great time,” said Edwards.
	The person charged with this vital task
is junior Patrick Smith, who knows his role
as Spirit Coordinator is not one to be taken
lightly.
“It’s a lot of pressure because the last
Spirit and Snack Coordinators were really good, so I have big shoes to fill,” said
Smith.
The friendliness of the team carries into
its meets, where Smith noted that they had
great chemistry, a big reason for their success. “The team chemistry is great, everyone
listens to each others’ speeches and gives
them advice,” said Smith.

Basket

(from 5)
In the fourth quarter, CBC went to a
stalling tactic, happy to let the clock dwindle
down. SLUH missed several key shots down
the stretch and were forced to foul the Cadets,
who made 28 of 35 free throws. Despite a
deep three by senior Mike Mayberger and
an important steal by senior Scott Milles,
the Jr. Bills were never able to catch up, and
they eventually fell 65-57. Cooney led the
Jr. Bills in scoring with 17, and Mayberger
chipped in 15 points.
The loss dropped SLUH to 0-5 in
MCC play and 12-7 overall. The loss also
extended CBC’s winning streak over SLUH
to a whopping seven games. The last SLUH
victory over the Cadets occurred just over
three years ago, and no player on the current
SLUH team has appeared in a game in which
the Jr. Bills bested CBC.
“I thought we played better against

JUSTICE

Sports
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EMERSON

(from 4)
Gerber, who remarked that instead of winning
with “home runs,” SLUH started the season
very effectively with “singles and doubles.”
Especially for a JV team composed entirely of
first-timers, the smooth, even performances
and good scores helped build confidence.
	Mock Trial competitions are sponsored
by the Missouri Bar, and volunteer lawyers
develop the case, coach teams, and judge
the trials. In this year’s case, the owner
of a barbeque restaurant destroyed by fire
sues his insurance company, which denies
him payment because it believes the owner
committed arson to collect insurance. Fellin
and Esswein cited the criminal activity intertwined with the civil charge as the most
interesting aspect of this year’s challenge.
	The team now has a month to prepare
for its next competition. Specific matchups
have not yet been announced, but the teams
will have to swap sides in the argument.
The roles of witness and attorney switch,
so the lawyers in round two will typically
cross-examine the witnesses they played
in the first round. “The challenging part is
changing views suddenly. All of a sudden
you have to take the exact opposite view as
you did before,” said Fellin.
If their competition Tuesday is any indication, the Legalbills will be well prepared
and ready to compete Feb. 23 and 25.

(from 4)
areas.”
While Emerson helps the Campus
Ministry staff, he has also assisted coaching
SLUH’s wrestling team.
“He hurts people at wrestling practice,”
joked junior Espen Conley. “He is helping
me with my wrestling a lot, though.”
	Emerson will help SLUH’s athletic and
ministry programs until summer. After his
time here, he plans on attending graduate
school and hopes to continue working in
school ministries.

CBC. We had some opportunities and didn’t
capitalize on all of them,” said Ross.
	SLUH then traveled to St. Mary’s, where
they took on a Dragons’ team which they
had already beaten in the Southside Classic
earlier this year.
“We are a quick, athletic team, and
when you combine that with our length and
size, we can really force turnovers,” said
Mayberger.
	SLUH started out hot, sprinting out to
a 18-10 lead after the first quarter of play.
Cooney did everything for the Jr. Bills, from
scoring twisting lay-ups down low to draining three-pointers from outside. The second
quarter followed the same script. The Jr. Bills
were able to break open a 33-19 lead with
under a minute to go in the first half.
	After SLUH turnovers allowed St.
Mary’s to stage a comeback, SLUH stepped
up their defense late in the game, and the Jr.

Bills managed to hold St. Mary’s to seven
fourth-quarter points, only one better than
the Jr. Billikens’ meager six points in the
final period. SLUH made just enough free
throws down the stretch to pull out a 52-47
victory.
“I thought we started the game out well.
We came out with a lot of intensity, but we
got careless, and we let our lead slip away,”
said Mayberger. “I’m just glad we pulled it
out.”
	The win improved the Bills’ record to
13-7. Cooney carried the Bills with a seasonhigh of 25 points, which gave him the 1,000th
point of his career. Cooney is currently ninth
on the all-time SLUH scoring list.
	Next up for SLUH is a trip to the state
capital, where they will take on Jefferson City
tonight at 7:00 p.m. Then, next Tuesday, they
will return home to take on the Pioneers of
Kirkwood at 7:00 p.m.

MR. Freeze

(from 5)

part to his knowledge of the styles of all the
Webster players, many of whom he played
on teams with.
	Tonight, SLUH faces off with reigning
Challenge Cup champion CBC at 7:00 p.m.
at Affton. It is the last game of the SLUH
regular season. So far this year, SLUH
has beaten CBC 2-1 and lost to CBC 2-1.
Tonight’s hockey game, for all intents and
purposes, is the most important since last
year’s final at Scottrade Center.
	Alternate captain Hoffmann said that
SLUH “need(s) to ride the momentum from
the Webster game because now is the time
for our best hockey.”
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China

(from 1)
Jesu Academy.
While staying here, the four students will be living with eight
different host families, one for each quarter. Zuo will be staying
with the Fords and the Laurys, Jin will be staying with the Lewis
and the Lee families, Yao will be staying with the Coleman and the
Chellis families, and Hurricane will be staying with the Cavallini
and the Gayou families.
In China, the students learn nine different subjects a day, and
thirteen in total. Here, all take biology, physics, English I, advanced
geometry, U.S. history and computer fundamentals. For the seventh
class, Yao and Jin take chorus, while Wei and Zuo take drawing I.
	The students all say that geometry class is currently their easiest class, because they learned it in seventh grade, but agree that

English is the hardest subject.
	The students were in disagreement about the level of homework
at SLUH compared to Nanjing. Hurricane said, “We don’t have
much homework here, and the school ends earlier than (in) China,
so we could have more free time.”
	Vicky disagreed, noting that her English homework takes longer
at SLUH.
	All the students seem to be enjoying the extra free time that
they have here. David said, “During the free time we can play some
sports, play some games, and we went to see a movie.”
	The new Chinese exchange students will be here until May
31.

Jazz Diversity
Series
Photo by mr. matt sciuto

Forecast printed with permission of the
National Weather Service.
St. Louis, MO Weather Service Office
Phone: 636-441-8467
Compiled by Nick Fandos and Conor
Gearin

Social Studies teacher Anne Marie Lodholz presents her Jazz
Diversity discussion, ““Jazz and Civil Rights,” on Wednesday
to the junior class. The sophomores heard a presentation called
“Jazz and Gender” on Tuesday from English teacher Frank
Kovarik.
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Calendar

by Patrick O’Leary
Friday, January 29
Schedule M
Sr. Project Ceremony 1:45 pm
Fr. STUCO Elections
BBALL @ Jefferson City 7pm
HOC @ CBC 9:30pm (Affton)
B BBALL @ Jefferson City 5:30pm
AP Snack—Waffle Fries
Lunch: Special—Taco Salad
Healthy—Roast Beef
Saturday, January 30
Grade School Math Contest 8:30am
JV/C WRES @ MCC Tourney (CBC) 9am
Black Male in Independent Schools 10am
Parent Network Mass 5pm
Sunday, January 31
Father-Son Banquet 6pm
(Mass @ 5:15pm)
Monday, February 1
Schedule R

Fr. STUCO Elections
C-B BBALL vs. Gibault 4pm
C-W BBALL vs. Gibault 5:15pm
AP Snack—Waffle Fries
Lunch: Special—Bosco Pizza
Healthy—Roast Beef
Tuesday, February 2
Schedule R
1-8-1-8 Registration for Seniors AP
BBALL vs. Kirkwood 6pm
RACQ @ Kirkwood 3:30pm (Concord)
B BBALL vs. Kirkwood 4:30pm
JV2 RACQ @ Ladue 3:30pm (Concord)
AP Snack—Pepperoni Boscos
Lunch: Special—Chicken Strips
Healthy—Teriyaki Chicken Skewers
Wednesday, February 3
Schedule R
WRES vs. Webster Groves 6pm
AP Snack—Nachos
Lunch: Special—Meatball Sandwich

COUP DE GRACE
(from 6)
nal, Lopez missed one of his signature throws
early and eventually lost the match by fall
in a head-and-arm.
	The third-place match at 140 featured a
rematch between Andrew Danter and Adams.
This time, Danter maintained better position
and worked snaps to prevent Adams from
dominating again.
In the third, with Danter on top and
up 1-0, Adams tried to clamber behind
and nearly succeeded, but Danter clung to
a single-leg. In the scramble, he exposed
Adams’ back to the mat to extend his lead
to 3-0 and win.
In the 145-pound championship, Conley
wrestled his usual style, hitting snatch-singles
and throws on McCluer North’s Patrick
Whitner and won 10-3.
	Nevertheless, Conley was disappointed
with the tournament because of whom he
didn’t wrestle. “This weekend wasn’t about
winning the tournament. It was about wrestling (Holt’s) Greg Amos,” said Conley, the
fourth-ranked 145 in Class 4. Amos, a twotime state champion and second-ranked 145,
did not compete even though Holt did.

	After missing a throw against his Mexico
opponent, Lopez got put to his back and
pinned in a reverse half to take sixth.
	Everson faced the top-ranked wrestler in
Class 2, Dan Scherer of host MICDS. Scherer
executed his moves much more quickly and
smoothly and secured the 13-3 win with a
pair of cradles in the third period.
	Geders looked to avenge his loss in the
previous week against Wyatt Salsbury of
Whitfield. Geders and Salsbury hand-fought
back and forth for a large portion of the match.
With the match even at 1-1 in the third, Geders rode Salsbury down on Salsbury’s shot,
not quite sprawling, but he got behind and
hooked the ankle for the 3-1 lead. Geders cut
Salsbury and hung on for the final seconds
to win his first championship 3-2.
	Geders attributed his recent success,
which includes third-place, fourth-place,
and first-place finishes, largely to his mentality. He said, “I could use some work on
conditioning, but mostly, just keeping the
mentality I have right now.”
Head coach Jon Ott said that, despite
seeming less aggressive, the team maintained
good position throughout most of the tourna-
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Healthy—Beef ‘n’ Bean Burrito

Thursday, February 4
Schedule R
WRES @ Pattonville 6pm
JV1&2 RACQ @ Vianney 3:30pm (Con
cord)
Alumni Board Meeting 5pm
AP Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch: Special—Crispitos
Healthy—Chicken Parmesan
Friday, February 5
Schedule R
Valentine Candygram Sales
Jr. Class Mass AP
BBALL vs. DeSmet 7pm
B BBALL vs. DeSmet 5:30pm
C-B BBALL vs. DeSmet 4pm
C-W BBALL @ DeSmet 4pm
AP Snack—Garlic Cheese Bread
Lunch: Special—Chinese Combos
Healthy—Multi Grain Cheese Pizza

ment and wrestled with more confidence.
SLUH finished eighth out of 16 teams
with 109.5 points.
	The Jr. Bills visited Jesuit rival DeSmet
Tuesday for their last MCC dual. Because
of the DLobills’ somewhat fractured lineup,
they fell behind 27-16.
Lopez then delivered the most exciting
performance of the night at 145. He mastered
Joe Dettweiler with his signature throw,
which he hit three times, once per period. He
held Dettweiler on his back for approximately
half of the match and won 15-1.
However, down 33-26, the Captainbills
needed to win the last two matches. But
standout Jake Matyiko pinned junior Joe
Bentz at 189, and Geders struggled against
Pat Mohan, a natural 215-pounder, and lost
5-1 to end DeSmet’s 42-26 MCC win.
	As the District tournament approaches,
the Brusati’sStillCheeringbills will gear up
with shorter practices including more live
wrestling. “We’ll have shorter but more intense practices, which will keep the guys in
good shape and otherwise mentally fresh,”
said Ott.

